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Adventure Travel Show
Adventurousity Inc., proudly presents The International

Adventure Travel Show at The Plaza of Nations in downtown
Vancouver from February 12-14, 1999. It is our second annual
event. More than 150 exhibitors from all around the world will be
showcasing their Adventure and Eco-Tourism wares.

We expect over 500 travel agents and over 10,000 consumers
to attend. Our media partners include Duthie Books, Malones
Restaurants and AGFA Film. There will be an opportunity for
consumers to win trips to Asia compliments of Cathay Pacific
Airways, Zimbabwe compliments of Rubicon Adventures and more!

An example of exhibitors include: The Ecotourism Society,
Earthwatch Int., Rubicon Adventures all the way from Zimbabwe,
Horizontes all the way from Cuba, GAP Adventures, Westcan Treks
as well as international, national and regional tourism boards and
many, many more.

Cost to attend is $8 per adult, $6 per senior/child/student and
children under 5 free. Times are as follows - Friday, February 12
6pm -9pm, Saturday, February 13 10am- 6pm, Sunday
February 14 10am -5pm.

Another southeaster is howling
outside, undoubtedly bringing with it
another foot of the precious white stuff
to the local mountains and more smiles
to the local mountain fiends. Things are
definitely shaping up for another snowy
winter.

As expected we were inundated
with stories and news of summer
adventures, more than we had room for

this issue. Fear not, if you sent us something, it will reach
print in an issue or two.

With a full year under our belt, it is time for some
feedback. So this issue we have put together a reader’s
survey to glean the vital information that we need to move
ahead into our second year. Take the time to fill it out and
return it before our next deadline (February 12th) and we’ll
put your name in our draw for some excellent prizes.
Thanks to our sponsors-Mountain Equipment Co-op,
Strathcona Outfitters & Urban Lemming-for donating the
great prizes awaiting you.

We are pleased to begin offering subscriptions for
Wild Isle with the Spring ‘99 issue. Now Wild Isle can
come to your door! Watch out also in that issue for news
of our upcoming photography contest. In the meantime
don’t forget to put pen to paper through the winter and
let us know what’s going on out there on the wild island.

Philip Stone

Java Don Sends Lee Harvey Up!
Crest Creek, long a

backwater of sport
climbing, was hurtled
into the 90s this fall
with Chris Fawbert’s
ascent of Lee Harvey
weighing in at 5.13a.

The crux sequence
of Lee Harvey involves
seven consecutive
deadpoints and overall
Fawbert describes the
climbing as “incredibly
technical on thin
crimpy holds”. The
route overhangs 6 ft in
30 and is bolt
protected. Taking over
a year and a half to nail,
it is currently the
hardest route at Crest

Creek by a full number grade although
Fawbert states that an adjacent line will

probably be harder still. For the story from the horse’s mouth,
stop in and visit Chris at his latest triumph, the “Java Shack”,
opposite the Quadra ferry terminal in Campbell River’s Tyee Plaza.

Chris Fawbert on

Lee Harvey 5.13a

Photo: ©Josie Boulding
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READERREADERREADERREADERREADER’S SURVEYS SURVEYS SURVEYS SURVEYS SURVEY

Please answer the following questions
and return before February 12th 1999 to enter our “fabulous” draw

For each of the following activities check the
frequency and level at which you participate:

Mountain Biking (ie: single track)....................

Road Biking.........................................................

Bike Touring........................................................

Sea Kayak day trips............................................

Sea Kayak overnight trips..................................

Canoe Tripping....................................................

Whitewater Canoeing.........................................

Whitewater Kayaking.........................................

Whitewater Rafting............................................

Diving...................................................................

Rock Climbing.....................................................

Ice Climbing.........................................................

Alpine Climbing (eg: multi pitch 5.7+)..................

Mountaineering (3rd to low 5th Class).............

Day Hiking...........................................................

Backpacking 1-3 nights......................................

Backpacking 4-9+ nights....................................

Skiing-lift area....................................................

Snowboarding-lift area......................................

Skiing-backcountry.............................................

Snowboarding-backcountry...............................

Ski Touring 1-3 nights.........................................

Ski Touring 4-9+ nights.......................................

Caving..................................................................

Help us find out more about you and we’ll help you to win some awesome prizes!!

MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT
CO-OP

2 $50 Gift Certificates
from

Please complete remaining questions overleaf...

Marmot Tech T fleece
& Cratoni Bike Helmet
from

WILD ISLE
The Is lands '  Adventure Magazine

15 Free Subscriptions
from

Petzl Duo Headlamp
from
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The information you write here will be used in confidence.
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Please complete and return before February 12th 1999 to enter our draw
Wild Isle PO Box 482, Heriot Bay, BC V0P 1H0 or fax to 250 285-2236

In which town/city or on which island do you live?

What’s your age group?    <15-19 20-39 40-59 60+      Gender? Female Male 

What do you spend on outdoor gear/clothing a year? $100-$500  $500-$1,500       $1,500+ 

Will you make a major equipment or clothing purchase ($500+) in the next year? Yes   No 

If yes what? Clothing Skis/Snowboard Bike Boat Climbing Gear Tent 

Other (please specify):    Do you work in the outdoor rec industry Yes     No 

Which equipment stores do you frequent?

Which manufacturer’s equipment do you prefer?

Do you use, or have you used, the products or services of any Wild Isle advertisers?  Yes No 

Did their Wild Isle ad influence your purchase? Yes No How?

What is your favourite beer?

What is your favourite magazine & why?

Have you ever or do you plan on taking an outdoor course or guided adventure trip?  Yes No 

What type of trip or course?

Are you interested in or are you planning to contribute to Wild Isle? Yes No 

How many people read or see your copy of Wild Isle? 1 2-3   4+ 

Please name any locations you think Wild Isle should be distributed at:

Please Rate the Following Aspects of Wild Isle 1-5 (5 =excellent, 4=good, 3=okay, 2=so so, 1=poor)

Written Content Photographs Value of Information 

Layout & Design Availability Reflecting Your Interests 

Would you buy Wild Isle for $1.50?   Yes No Does Wild Isle come out often enough? Yes     No 

Please Answer the Following Questions

Please make any general comments about Wild Isle that you feel would help us make it the
best magazine for readers and/or advertisers:

(Please list any contact names, phone numbers and/or addresses if you have them.)

To enter our draw please clearly write your name, address and /or daytime phone number.
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New Line on Mt. Tom Taylor

Well it has to be said that the line climbed
on Mt. Tom Taylor by Andrew Findlay & Jan
Nuspiel, Finnagan’s Buttress, (see issue #4) just
looked too lonely. To provide a little
company, Greg Shea & Philip Stone added
Indian Summer 5.9+ (ll) 300m, on a fine
late September day, on the south west
buttress of the main summit. 4 pitches
of steep incredibly well protected
cracks and positive runout face (and
yes those chicken heads are
amazing) led to a break in the
buttress followed by easy
scrambling to the top. See ‘I’ on
below photo. The potential for
multipitch rock routes all
over Mt. Tom Taylor is
incredible but the south
west face is of particular
note. It is undoubtedly
some of the best alpine
rock on the Island.

I

Greg Shea on the fourth

pitch of Indian Summer.

Photo: ©Philip Stone/API

‘99 Snowden Slug Slam
Campbell River’s signature mountain bike race, The Snowden

Slug Slam, is growing in stature, and for 1999 will be a B.C. Cup
event. As part of the five race B.C. Cup series, racers entering the
Slug Slam will score points towards the BC Championship. Dan
Clements, the event organizer, credits the extreme dedication of a
few key individuals in making the race happen. “Lee Brie, Quinton
Smith, Dave Holden, Don Johnston and Sue McDonald all work
very hard. It seems like I get the credit but they do the work,” said
Clements.  To be held May 23-24, the Slug Slam should attract 600
plus racers to Campbell River. “I hope Campbell River supports
this event. The racers along with their family and friends are
expected to bring over $175,000 into the local economy,” says
Clements. Scheduled as race number one for cross-country, the Slug
Slam will be a racers first chance of the season to test themselves
against the competition. Riders attending the Slug Slam can expect
longer than average races consisting of 90% single-track on a loop
of 15Km. Pro/Elite riders will compete in a stage race, three events
over two days. Day one will include an 8.5 Km single-track time
trial, and a one hour plus one lap dirt criterium, day two will be a
60 Km cross country race. With B.C. Cup points and a $8000 cash
purse on the line we expect some of the finest riders on the continent
to attend. Not wanting to leave any one out for ‘99 a 45 Km single
speed race has been added to the schedule; this should satisfy those
retro grouches. For info 250-286-6965

Peak Registers
The Alpine Club of Canada,

Vancouver Island Section library has a
small but growing collection of peak
registers. If you are wondering what to do
with the peak register you replaced or
someone asks you, you can give peak
registers to Judy Holm, to be collected in
the Alpine Club, Vancouver Island Section
library. The peak registers are available for
any interested people to see.

This has developed naturally from
requests from mountaineers and members
of various Island clubs for a central place
in which to collect the peak registers. If you
have been given or have a collection of
peak registers including photocopies, Judy
Holm would be interested in hearing from
you. Judy can be reached at 1991 Casa
Marcia Crescent, Victoria, BC V8N 2X5 and
by phone at 250 477-8696.

12 Fat hours of Phat Fun
Imagine it’s dark, about 4 in the morning - you’re not quite

sure, and before you is a descent over countless baby heads,
roots and rock drops, not to mention another 8 hours. You can
barely stay awake. You have to concentrate for only a few more
kilometres and then you can refuel. This is mountain bike
endurance racing, for the event challenged. Urban Lemming
Adventure Sports and The Campbell River Sprocket Rockets invite
everyone to participate in an adventure. Whether you ride solo,
or on a relay team of two or four, this is hardcore fun. Starting
at 12 midnight on March 27 and ending at 12 noon March 28
this is an event for the whole family. Remember: water, mud,
and heck there might even be snow (if
you’re lucky). Entry is limited to 100
entrants, and all entries must be in before
March 15. Call 250-286-6340 for more info.
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MT  ARROWSMITHMT  ARROWSMITHMT  ARROWSMITHMT  ARROWSMITHMT  ARROWSMITH

by Tanya Storr

The debate over public access in Mount Arrowsmith
regional park appears to be reaching a resolution, but
there are still some issues to work out before

backcountry users and the regional district of Alberni-Clayoquot
(RDAC) will be seeing eye to eye.

The RDAC’s proposed Mount Arrowsmith regional park plan
met with considerable opposition from user groups, who
expressed concern that the plan would give too much control of
the public park to a private developer and would allow the
developer to restrict public access to the park. Some park users
formed a Public Access Resolution Committee (PARC) and wrote
a critique of the plan.

In a September 8th letter to the RDAC board, Minister of
Environment, Lands, and Parks Cathy McGregor said Ministry
staff have reviewed the proposed plan’s bylaws, giving
consideration to the significant public concern that has been
voiced about them. She told the RDAC it must include an all-
season route for public parking and access in its park plan.

McGregor wrote that the access “should be somewhat
consistent and connect to the old Arrowsmith trail, thereby
providing a route through the park and overnight camping
opportunities in the traditional areas for hikers and skiers.”

The minister goes on to state that she believes there are a
number of issues that need to be dealt with to provide more
clarity and understanding of the future direction of the park
prior to approval of the bylaws.

“By providing for unfettered public access through this area
and beyond, I am certain you will address the valid concerns
that have been brought to my attention,” she wrote.

Since receiving McGregor’s letter, the RDAC has responded
with a memorandum addressing the public access issue. Public
access will be granted on Arrowsmith Trail, Rousseau Trail, and
Lower Ski Area Trail, the memorandum outlines, and the RDAC
will construct a parking lot just outside of the park gate for free
public use.

Peter Rothermel, a member of PARC, said the memorandum
does not go far enough.

“They are basically couching their words and not really
giving an inch, because they’re 100% behind the developer. The
Alberni Valley is really in need of jobs, and the RDAC seems to
feel it’s one way or nothing,” he said.

While the memorandum guarantees year round public
access around the park on the three trails, backcountry users
would like to see year round access through the park as well,
Rothermel added.

“When the ski lifts aren’t in operation, like in the off-season
or usually mid-week at the beginning and end of the season,
we’d like to see the whole area opened up. People could hike up
and ski or sled down, or skin up and ski down. This area has to
be open—it’s a public park.”

The issue of land use in the area surrounding Mount
Arrowsmith regional park is also making headlines these days.
Arrowsmith Ski and Park Limited, the current licensee occupying
the regional park, has unveiled plans to install lifts up to Cokely
Peak and have as many as 48 groomed runs servicing up to
4,000 skiers per day. The RDAC has applied for an extension of
the park boundary towards Cokely Ridge, in order to
accommodate the licensee’s plans.

Although the RDAC is the owner and administrator of the
park, the park’s boundaries actually fall within the regional
district of Nanaimo (RDN). PARC is currently lobbying the RDN
and the provincial government to preserve a large chunk of
Crown land bordering the present park, including the peak of
Arrowsmith and Mount Cokely.

Rothermel brought the proposal for a new regional park,
backed by 30 letters of support from outdoor clubs and
businesses, to a board meeting of the RDN in early November.

“If there were ever a need to create a park in our district, I
can think of no other place more deserving than the Arrowsmith
massif, this being the most easily accessible alpine area south
of Strathcona Provincial Park. This is the mid-island’s crown
jewel, and it has a history of tourism that dates back to the turn
of the century,” he told the board.

The area that PARC would like to see protected is about three
times the size of Mount Arrowsmith regional park, and includes
Cokely peak where Arrowsmith Ski and Park has plans to install
chairlifts for the ski hill. Rothermel recommended that the RDN
maintain the proposed park “as a wilderness area with minimal
development.” RDN staff members are now preparing a report
on how they could obtain the land, and the board won’t make
a decision on whether to pursue it until the report is completed.

With the RDAC applying for part of the Crown land to
facilitate further development of the ski hill, and the RDN
considering PARC’s proposal to designate the area as a new
regional park, the issue of land use in the Arrowsmith region
promises to stay in the forefront in the upcoming months.

In other Arrowsmith news, logging of old growth trees along
the historic CPR trail that runs from Cameron Lake to the Cokely
Ridge area began in mid-September. TimberWest owns the
property and is doing the logging by helicopter. The company
hopes to complete the logging in December and has said it will
then clear the trail for use by the public.

Some local hikers have urged TimberWest to leave a corridor
of old growth by the trail with some protected intact pocket areas.
Rothermel has hiked the trail since the logging began and
reported that the company has logged up to the trail in many
places. “For the most part, the section of the trail that TimberWest
owns will look like a clearcut as you’re walking up it,” he said.

RESOLUTION NEARRESOLUTION NEARRESOLUTION NEARRESOLUTION NEARRESOLUTION NEAR?
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ViewPoint
The view is not always clear
Andrew Smith

LEGACY is an appropriate word selected to define a one
and a half year project which the government initiated in 1997
to hopefully guide the management of protected areas into the
future. Now, before you write this article off and skip to what is
perhaps much more interesting stories, please consider that while
it is true the other articles may tease your spirit for adventure,
you may not find a more important topic in this issue. The future
of B.C. Parks and protected areas may very well be decided when
this project concludes in January. If you are shocked by that
statement - good! This has been/is a very serious project. It could
dictate what uses may be allowed in protected areas (anything
and everything is up for discussion), what input the public has
in management, and whether there should be paid parking or
fees for just entering a protected area. As well, businesses,
advertising, planning and even governance are all being
considered. So, when you do read the other articles, keep in mind
if any of those activities are being done in a protected area,
their future may be dependent on the outcome of the Legacy
Project.

While the commitment to protect 12% of the provincial land
base has been maintained and is on track for the year 2000, the
government, facing many management challenges, needed to
seek public opinion. To coordinate the gathering and assessment
of public input and prepare suggestions and guidelines, the
government appointed a Legacy Panel that reports directly to
the Minister of Environment, Lands and Parks. The Panel, made
up of nine highly knowledgeable and dedicated volunteers,
structured a public process which during 1998 solicited
comments, suggestions, opinions and even criticisms through
community open houses, workshops, schools and non-
government organizations. Although all comments were
welcome, the panel helped focus the public by providing five
key themes to provide input on - 1) Vision 2) Planning
3) Management 4) Resourcing 5) Public Involvement.

By July 1998 the panel had amassed a significant amount
of input from all over the province and prepared an Interim
Report. B.C. Parks who is perhaps the government agency most
affected by this project, participated like the rest of the public
and provided comments and opinions through questionnaires
and district meetings. B.C. Parks also prepared an official
response to the Interim Report, seeking clarification on
statements and recommendations and suggesting more detail
be provided where the know how seemed to be missing. Those
comments along with others provided by the public and
additional government and non-governmental agencies are
being used to draft final recommendations for submission to
the Minister in January 1999. By the time you receive this Wild
Isle issue, those final recommendations will probably be
available for review. Hence the reason for stressing the
significance of this project. You still have some time to get your
hands on these documents mentioned and although late, voice
your view point.

To obtain any of the Legacy Project reports and
recommendations, contact: Legacy Project

P.O. Box 3760, Stn. CSC Victoria, BC, V8W 3Y6
Phone: (250)387-1968
Fax: (250)952-6235        E-Mail: bcplp@pacificcoast.net

Reports may also be viewed on the project website at
www.parklegacy.bc.ca

‘98 Stickman
All for one and one for all. That should be the call of
all who participated in The First Invitational
Stickman Offroad Triathlon. September 6th fourteen
individuals entered John Hart Lake intending to swim
1.5 km, bike 20 km, and run 8 km. A former triathlon
world champion, two pro/elite mountain bike racers,
a mid twenties semi-alcoholic, and a couple of old
men suffering mid-life crisis, along with others who
had nothing better to do, competed in this
challenging event. All found their way to the finish
line and the feast that awaited. If those of you
familiar with triathlons do not consider these
distances particularly challenging consider the
following.

The swim was held in a Hydro controlled lake
that is very cold and many emerged shivering in spite
of the wetsuits worn by all. The triangular course
was actually 2 km not 1.5, with two sections into a
headwind, which gave rise to a good chop. The bike
course was not 20 km, it was actually 18.5, but to
an already tired upper body it felt like 50. The ride
covered some of the most relentlessly technical
terrain in existence, BLT (boulders, logs & trees)
Scott’s trail and Deliverance, not just pretty names.
Several riders were forced to run much of it; many
who had talked of entering bowed out after
attempting the bike section. The run was much the
same as the bike only it was 7 km, all technical.
Although the posters spouted no categories, no
awards, no results, no course marshals and no
timing, I do know the first to finish did so in 2.5
hours, the last in 4.5. In between they came in, tired,
hungry and thirsty. Before them sat the feast: bbq
salmon and chicken, five types of salad, corn on the
cob, assorted breads, a bottle of Tequila and a keg
of Shaftbury beer, yet not a morsel of food or a drop
of ale was consumed ‘til all had finished. When the
last crossed the line, fourteen Stickmen gathered
round, slipped on their survivors’ shirts, and downed
a shot of Tequila. The feast was on. The celebration
had begun four-and-a-half-hours earlier as fourteen
people entered the water to compete simply for the
sake of competing. Most vow to return for Stickman
‘99, 2 km swim, 30 km bike, 10 km run. The challenge
grows. Dan Clements
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T he summer solstice has just passed and the sun has started its long journey back
towards the southern pole. We’re travelling along the Oyster Main on our way to Mt. Alexandria. It’s the

idyllic summer scene, two young guys cruising along the backroads of Vancouver Island as the dust whirls up
behind the van, groovin’ to some new Ani Difranco on the way to indulge in some fine Vancouver Island alpine. The
energy is high & plans are starting to transform into reality. Then everything comes to a commanding halt. We come
upon a gate across the road that seems to rather impose on our planned route of travel. As we sit staring at the gate a
fellow from the neighbouring buildings saunters on up to inform us that the road is closed to the public except on
weekends & holidays and that all public vehicles are restricted from using the road at all other times. After a little pleading
with the unresponsive Macmillian Bloedel employee it became evident that ‘right now’ wasn’t going to fit in to the
schedule of restricted road use. That’s okay. We’re from a generation where we are known for our ability to adapt to a

changing environment. Right?? We turn around in disgust and start
racking our brains for a new destination that would put the life

back into our day after the huge blow of rejection from
our friendly forest company.

As we get back into Campbell River we’ve
discussed several options but the one that

final surfaces is Pinder Peak. The highest
point on the northern island. After a
quick stop to pick-up a topo of the area
we’re headed north up the island

highway. Why Pinder Peak? For us, it
was the location, its obscurity & the fact

I’d driven past Nimpkish Lake what seems
like a million times to see Pinder Peak edge

into view. As I’d drive by I’d slip into a
daydream of one day finding myself planted
high on her mighty snow fields, scrambling
for the summit.

We take the turn off to Zeballos and start
yet another journey along the back roads,
watching our dusty trail rise and fall. From this
point I just follow directions from my co-pilot
Paul Nimmon. He has spent several years in
this area reforesting the barren slopes. He also
knows how impressive Pinder Peak looks as it
dominates the skyline from many views on the
northern island. Paul points out a spur road
just before Atluck lake that we start up. After
about four minutes we decide that our
borrowed vehicle wasn’t equipped to tackle
the logging road that had been ditched to help
prevent erosion. Well I guess we’ll start here.
Paul assures me that this logging road will put
us in a fine position to get up onto the ridges
that flank the mountain. I mumble to myself
“This could be a long hike.” We shoulder our

SUMMERSUMMERSUMMERSUMMERSUMMER

Paul Nimmon looking over a fog

shrouded Nimpkish Lake.

Photo: ©Greg Shea/API

Greg Shea
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packs and start our trudge up the logging road to Eden. After
a few kilometres Pinder Peak comes into view and everything
becomes clear. It’s a long way up. We choose the ridge that
rises up the northern perspective of the mountain. The climb
up through the forest is somewhat straightforward, winding
amongst the forest giants. The route seems to unfold before
our feet as we cross the flagging of some other adventurer.
The flagging is quite old, at least eight years, but adds an
element of relief as we now we know that someone else has
travelled this ridge, hopefully with the same intentions as
ourselves. We continue until we come upon our first major
obstacle, a major rock wall that seems to encompass the entire
ridge. After a little searching & cursing we carry on up a small
steep shoot yarding ourselves up with the available vegetation.
We finally work ourselves above the treeline & make camp by
a small deposit of snow for our first night. Our energy is
radiating as we’ve entered the magic realm of the mountains.
The scenery is spectacular with our dominant view looking
down the Nimpkish Valley.

We awake to a standard kick ass alpine morning. We
watch the fog roll in off Johnstone Strait and work its way up
the Nimpkish valley to engulf the base of Pinder Peak. We
take care of our morning duties and press on up the mountain.
After we have a couple hours of travel under our belt we are
standing at the base of the massif known as Pinder Peak. We
stop to evaluate a route, drink some water and have a bite to
eat. After staring at the route options for awhile it becomes
hard to judge just how steep it really is up there. There is
vegetation growing in small clumps all over the face, but
deciding if where that vegetation grows is human friendly is

somewhat difficult to peg. We decide to try traversing a series
of vegetated ramps to an upper slope that looks to be quite
gentle. We ditch one of the packs and start up the vegetated
ramps. As we work our way up, our environment starts taking
on the feeling of being on a wall. The exposure starts to take
effect as we leave the floor and scramble up the face. Things
go pretty smoothly and only a couple times was life seriously
at risk. As I yard myself up the last section on a thick juniper I
look over my shoulders to see Paul slowly working his way up
through the vegetation & rock bands. I think to myself “ Sorry
Paul, hope you’re enjoying yourself.”

From the upper slope the route becomes evident with a
straightforward walk up. We meander up to the top to take in
a 360˚ view of beautiful Vancouver Island. The surrounding
mountains are glorious, the view north up the island is endless
and disappointingly so are the cut blocks in all surrounding
valleys. Paul’s able to pick out all the blocks he’s planted. The
sun is starting to take its toll on us. We decide to take a different
route back. Trying to do what we did on the way up would be
cause for certain disaster. We spot a couple large pools of water
on a rather flat and benchy ridge which soon becomes our
new destination. We cruise along the ridge, and grab a couple
great boot skis down the available slopes to arrive at the pools.
It just doesn’t get any better than this. After a quick soak we
continue on, back to camp for the night to rest our weary
knees for the hammering they’re going to receive tomorrow.
Going to sleep I couldn’t help but think what it would have
been like if we had been granted access to Mt. Alexandria
instead.

RAMBLINGRAMBLINGRAMBLINGRAMBLINGRAMBLING

Fog rolling over the

summit of Pinder Peak

Photo: ©Greg Shea/API
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Day I
Six a.m. saw this group come together under overcast skies

at the Saanich municipal hall. Showers were forecast today for
most of the island, with clearer weather promised for Saturday.
A promise we hoped would be kept, as a clear dry day just
might help us succeed in our attempt to nail the Elkhorn - at
2195 metres, the second highest peak on Vancouver Island.

After a high calorie brekky in Courtenay and negotiating
the new interspace bypass around Campbell River, we arrived
at the Elk River trailhead at about 11 a.m. Soon gear was strewn
all over the parking lot. Ropes, helmets, harnesses etc. were all
fine tuned and redistributed as to weight. Off we went for the
very pleasant stroll up the Elk River valley. One hour later we
were crossing to the east side of the river on a rather shaky log.
We immediately found the well-flagged trail which would lead
to the N.W. ridge, but not before Doug discovered a nurse log
with an amazing colony of oyster mushrooms. These were
ferociously harvested by some.

Now, I had read a note by Syd Watts in Hiking Trails III
stating an approximate time to good camping by a tarn to be
six to seven hours for hikers with full packs. Well I'll be darned
if he wasn't bang on. Seven hours had us setting up camp on
the edge of the ridge with a view of our objective as well as
King’s Peak to the east and Victoria Peak to the north.

The trail had come up through beautiful, lush forest, but
the elevation gain was substantial and I had personally  reached
the brink of total exhaustion at hour six. This was reminiscent
of some of the earlier Jones and Clark expeditions. However a
bowl of cappelletti with spicy red pesto, washed down with a
nice Chianti, I was feeling my old self again.

Day II
The alarm was set for six a.m. and we were hiking at

eight.  While the trail up through the forest was extremely
well flagged, the ridge route was brutally lacking in signage
and I counted few cairns.  The sky was clear though, so route
finding wasn't difficult and we were treated to views of
Landslide and Iceberg Lakes, Mt. Colonel Foster, Rambler Peak
and the Golden Hinde. We got into some good scrambling
and the rope came out for my benefit about a half hour from
the summit on a particularly exposed spot under the
gendarme.  Here, Su had to talk me through the moves -
thanks Su. Just past this, there was a small chimney to
negotiate. From there it was five minutes to the summit which
we reached at 1:30 p.m. Smiles, handshakes and hugs went
all around, followed by lunch and snapshots.  One of the
notes in the summit register read "Lindsey Elms, 4 hours from
the parking lot"???

Selena and Ange were kind enough to do a clinic on
rappelling, mainly for my benefit. In a short while I would be
very glad they did. The route down was via the west gully
which Doug had been up once in winter when it had been a
straight snow ascent.  We would now find ourselves dropping
into an abyss to the tune of three 50-metre staggered pitches.
Mist began to fill in the lower gully as Doug was the first to
disappear over the edge, after slinging onto a 1,000 lb.
boulder. Michael would counter. I dropped over the edge
second, after saying only the smallest of prayers. I only suffered
from a bit of penduluming and soon was off rappel, with Doug
already setting up station two on a small ledge 15 metres to
my left and above. Michael followed, then Su, Selena and Ange.

ELKHORNELKHORNELKHORNELKHORNELKHORNELKHORNELKHORNELKHORNELKHORNELKHORN

Paul Clark

Su Castle on Elkhorn with

Mt. Colonel Foster as a backdrop

© Angelicco Lopez

Sunrise over Elkhorn

from basecamp

© Paul Clark
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The second station ledge being small, demanded that
Doug and Michael rap down and wait for rope one in order
to set up station three.  Ange, being last, had the unenviable
task of freeing rope one. He had to climb back up twice and
disengage the rope from cracks in the rock.  Su, Selena and I
hauled his pack up to our ledge to help a bit.  Finally, the
third attempt succeeded and the four of us now prepared for
the second 50 metre rap and to get the rope to Doug and
Michael who were by now chilled out.

Just to pump the drama metre up another notch, it was
now headlamp time. The horizon was a brilliant red and below
it was black. When I arrived at station three, Michael was
already down on the scree at the bottom of the gully. I was
next, with Michael shouting a warning of a double whammy
chockstone section which should be respected.  Since I had
now nothing but respect for this mountain, I proceeded
cautiously. As I got myself around the first chockstone and let
a bit too much rope through my eight, I placed all my weight
on a small football sized rock jammed between gully wall
and the big chockstone.  It blew out and I went down a couple
of feet with a jerk, letting out a grunt of surprise. Just at this
precise moment, Selena and Ange, still rapping on section
two, kicked a rock slide down which echoed for what seemed
like forever between the gully walls. I hung like a puppet in
the chasm of blackness.  Slowly regaining my composure, I
kicked off the rockface and got myself around the second
chockstone, soon to be standing beside Michael at the gully
bottom.  We sat watching satellites and shooting stars while
waiting for the rest of the party.  At 10:20 p.m. we were
assembled. It had taken since three p.m. to descend 150
metres. 3 1/2 hours later, at two a.m. we would arrive back
at the tent, after the most beautiful, starlit hike down the
ridge. Most opted for the sleeping bag.  I opted for food. The
red chili nightmare and a Guinness capped off one great day.

Day III
Sunshine greeted us on Sunday morning. We were all

feeling the effects of the 18-hour marathon from the day
before. It was a slow plod back down to the Elk River and a
much need dunk. Stops were made at an unnamed creek for
water and views of a multi-cascading waterfalls.  Also, of
course, at the oyster mushroom farm. Thank you to my
companions - Su Castle, Michael  Dillistone, Doug Goodman,
Angelico Lopez and Selena Swets for a great outing.

Ange Lopez on Elkhorn

west approach

© Selena Swets

Twyla Roscovich
When we began working on a tourism promotional video for the Campbell River

area nearly five months ago, I thought I had a pretty good idea what the final product
would look like.  I thought I knew what Campbell River had to offer as far as outdoor
recreation went.  Looking back I realize I had no idea as to the quality and diversity of
the activities in our area, and I’ve lived here ten years.  I had no idea of the scope or
potential.  What an enlightening experience this project has been.

I have a small video productions business entitled ROSCOMM Productions which
specializes in nature documentary, underwater filming and adventure promotion.  In
partnership with Catherine Temple of Paradise Found Adventure Tour Company we have
covered an unbelievable range of activities and I have long since realized one hard fact:
that Campbell River has the
potential to be the adventure
tourism capital of B.C., maybe
even  Canada.   There  i s ,
literally, no better base for
tourism activities; we have it
all.  This is something even
most residents have a hard
time swallowing, and so  one
of our goals is to educate our
town as  to  i t s  in c red ib le
wealth and possibilities.  Our
o ther  goa l  i s  to  educa te
everybody  e l se ,  f rom the
people down in Vancouver &
Victoria to the tens of thousands of visitors from around the world who pass us by on
their way to Telegraph Cove in search of whales, scenery & wildlife.

We have a beautiful complete canoe route, endless sea and river kayaking
opportunities and the 'second best SCUBA diving in the world’.  Strathcona Provincial
Park is half of a million acres of unrivalled beauty encompassing rugged mountains,
lakes, rivers, falls, canyons, glaciers, etc. providing  world class hiking, photography,
fishing, mountaineering and skiing.  The Inside passage is arguably the best on the west
coast of the North American continent for sailing and other boating activities.  Nimpkish
Lake attracts a faithful following of windsurfers from as far as California and Oregon.
The list goes on to include the networks of developed mountain biking trails and rock
climbing routes, extensive systems of incredible caves,  three spectacular downhill ski
destinations, endless backcountry & cross-country skiing opportunities, great golfing,
infinite flyfishing possibilities on our numerous lakes and rivers, and excellent saltwater fishing.

Of course these are only words and words can only do so much.  It’s hard for
people to really “get it ” until they see it for themselves, when it ’s in front of their eyes,
presented in a neat, upbeat little package that pulls it all together in an exciting manner.
Campbell River has the advantage of already knowing what tourism can do for its
economy through its experience in the sportsfishing industry.

This video is an imperative tool, but it is only the beginning.  The first step is
get our town believing in its potential.  There is no reason why our economy should be
failing when we are so rich in resources.  As it stands tourism is literally the pits and yet
it is still our second largest industry.  So what happens if something transpires to inhibit
our great salmon fishing?  We all know it ’s a real possibility, especially after this year.
We have been so rich in resource driven economies for so long that we have never had to
consider alternate sources of revenue until recent years.  It is now time to diversify.

When this video is done, we will be showcasing it in the Westmin theatre and
extending an open invitation to the public to come down and “discover” their home.  I
am heading into the editing room soon and won’t be expecting to see daylight again
until near the end of December, our slated goal for the finished production.  Within the
mountains of tapes I am facing is a huge amount of stunning footage. My biggest difficulty
now, is paring it all down to a 15-20 minute video.

Copies of the video will be for sale as will be the option to purchase a
commercial.  This is an advertising incentive for businesses wanting to buy their copies
with the addition of an introductory 20-30 second commercial outlining their business.
This video detailing your beautiful home town could be a good Christmas gift idea to
send to family or friends ( am I sounding like an infommercial yet?).  Our treasures
have been a well kept secret long enough; it ’s time to let the secret out.

For more information or if you would like to obtain copies of the video contact
Barb at (250) 286 - 7275

 Spirit of Discovery

Swimming with

the salmon

© ROSCOMM
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You climb upward, hypnotized by the sound of skis sliding
across snow. It’s been dumping heavily since you left the car
and now, looking skyward, you finally see a thin wedge of
blue, the first sign of a break in the weather. Three more
switchbacks puts you on top of the ridge. You’re familiar with
the terrain - on the other side of the crest lies an enticing
convex slope that rolls to an exquisite 40 degrees and funnels
down 1,500 feet into a gully before fanning out onto a
wooded meadow. Far below, the flats are rough and bumpy,
evidence of past avalanches.

Pausing at the top with your partner, you gingerly inch out
for a better look, oblivious to the cornice beneath your skis. Before
you lies a steep slope loaded with three feet of fresh snow and
unblemished by a single track. Your analytical side tells you this
basin is a prime candidate for avalanche activity. But the skier
who craves deep and fresh doesn’t care for the alternative; a
lower angled, treed ridge to the west where the snow is likely
wind crusted but the avalanche hazard minimal. The reckless
side prevails and you launch into the basin as your partner
watches warily from his precarious perch on the cornice. This
has been the setting for many a memorable back country trip
but it’s also been the prelude to tragedy, when excitement and
poor judgement conspire to deadly effect.

The 1997-98 season was grim for avalanche fatalities in
Canada. Sixteen people died, seven more than average and
one of the worst seasons on record in Canada. Experts say
more and more people are trading crowded lift lines for the
back country, many without proper equipment or adequate
understanding of avalanche terrain.

Local alpine guide Jan Neuspiel believes the growth in ski
touring is due in part to popularization in the media. And
sometimes the wrong message is being given. Case in point:
a photo on the front cover of a snowboarding magazine
depicts a young boarder launching from a cliff somewhere in
the backcountry. The caption reads: “What are you afraid of?”

“The backcountry is being portrayed as a place to prove
yourself. A person should only push themselves in the
backcountry to a level that is commensurate with their
experience,” Neuspiel says. It doesn’t take much for snow to
move. With the right combination of terrain, aspect and
weather, an unwary skier can trigger a benign-looking 30
degree slope into a deadly avalanche. Statistics show that
humans are rarely the winners when they pit luck and
serendipity against avalanches. Victims buried for 15 minutes
have a 30 per cent chance of surviving. After half an hour,
the odds drop to 20 per cent, and that’s assuming your ski
mates are equipped and able to perform a rescue under
pressure.

Due to the sometimes unpredictable nature of snow,
winter mountain travel is inherently risky. However skiers,
boarders and snowshoers, or anyone else who ventures into
avalanche terrain, can take steps to minimize the risk.

Neuspiel says taking a basic avalanche course is essential
for making informed decisions. Not only will people learn
how and where instabilities can form in the snowpack, they’ll
also get an introduction to the equipment necessary for safe
mountain travel. But it takes more than books and courses to
make wise decisions in the mountains. “Training is a small

Andrew Findlay

BEING CAREFUL OUT THEREBEING CAREFUL OUT THEREBEING CAREFUL OUT THEREBEING CAREFUL OUT THEREBEING CAREFUL OUT THERE

KNOW THE TERRAINKNOW THE TERRAINKNOW THE TERRAINKNOW THE TERRAINKNOW THE TERRAIN
One of the most

elemental skil ls in
travell ing in the
mountains at any time
of year is the ability to
read the terrain ahead.
By choosing a line that
minimizes time exposed
to hazards, such as
crossing avalanche
paths, we can
significantly reduce the
risk of an incident
occurring.

The first step in reading terrain is choosing vantage points from which
to view the lay of the land ahead. This may happen as part of overall route
planning as well as by adjusting the line of travel enroute. Take snack/
water breaks where the next section of terrain is clearly visible. This allows
time for accurate assessment of the terrain and for watching for any signs
of avalanche activity. In addition, decisions are better made with pack off
and heart rate dropping than with a full head of steam up. When
approaching a descent line look for gaps in ridges to get a clear view of
the line. Time spent in reconnaissance is never wasted!

The second step is to pick the line. In avalanche terrain, look for stands of
mature trees that border avalanche paths and ridge lines that parallel gullies.
In a slide these gullies will funnel debris alongside but out of reach of your
line. Choose a line that minimizes time spent in the line of fire. In the photo
above, all the smaller chutes feed into one central chute. Obviously, travelling
in this main chute will expose a group to a slide in any of the other tributaries.

Keep an eye on the terrain above and below your line of travel.
Even a small sluff can be fatal if it flows into a creek bed or over a cliff,
taking someone with it. Most mountain
hazards originate from above and the most
diligent of snowpack analysis and careful
route finding can’t account for conditions
hundreds or even thousands of feet above.
For example the photograph on the right
shows sunlight hitting the ridge crest above
the cold & shaded slope below.    Snowpack
conditions and stability will vary widely
between the top and bottom of this slope.
A group travelling up through the timber
needs to be aware of the warmer snow
above.

Note also the triangular patch of small
trees in the centre left that shows how on
occasion avalanche debris jumps out of the
gully to cut the corner of the main gully.
Ask yourself, would it be safer to travel on
the left or the right hand side of this chute?

Other precautions include: travelling with space between members
of a group in exposed terrain and regrouping at ‘safe’ locations both on
an approach and a descent. And of course all members of your group
must be carrying and trained in the use of self-rescue equipment
(avalanche transceiver, shovel and probes). Taking time to read the terrain
around you and choosing the safest routes will minimize your chances
of being caught in an avalanche and maximize your chances of many
fresh backcountry tracks.
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DIRECTORYDIRECTORYDIRECTORYDIRECTORYDIRECTORY
Tide Rip Tours
Nose-to-Nose with nature.
Zodiac tours to Desolation Sound
and Mitlenatch Island. Whale
watching and Grizzly Bears. Zodiacs
trailered anywhere on Vancouver
Island.
Top Guides, Discovery Harbour,
Campbell River
Ph: 250-339-5320
Toll Free: 1-888 643-9319
Fax: 250-339-6294
www.kalamark.com/tiderip/

Mountain Meadows Sports
Your Vancouver Island outdoor
outfitter, centrally located in the
Comox Valley. Chain store prices
with family store service.
Ph: 250 338-8999
Fax: 250 338-1823
email: meadow@island.net
368-5th St. Courtenay,
B.C. V9N 1K1

RETAILRETAILRETAILRETAILRETAIL

Urban Lemming
 We sell Brodie, Trek and Klein Bikes
from a shop, featuring excellent
service. From custom wheel
building to minor tune-up we can
keep you out there Stop in for the
most up to date trail info and a free
map of area trails
151p Dogwood St. Campbell
River, B.C. V9W 6B9
Ph/Fax: 250-286-6340
email: lemmings@island.net

Valhalla Pure Outfitters
Factory Outlet for Valhalla Pure™
outdoor clothing. Valhalla Pure is
designed and manufactured in our
own factory right here in B.C.
Vancouver Island's best selection of
outdoor clothing and equipment.
Check us out at the following great
locations:

615 Broughton Street,
Victoria, BC, V8W 1C8
Ph: 250-360-2181
Toll Free: 1-888-551-1859
Fax: 250-360-4054
email: victoria@valhalla-
pure.com
http://www.valhalla-pure.com

499 Wallace Street,
Nanaimo, BC, V9R 5B7
Ph: 250-741-1855
Toll Free: 1-888-551-1858
Fax: 250-741-1834
email: nanaimo@valhalla-
pure.com
http://www.valhalla-pure.com

219 5th St. Courtenay, B.C. V9N 1J5
Ph: 250-334-3963
Toll Free: 1-888-551-1860
Fax: 250-334-8573
email: courtenay@valhalla-
pure.com
http://www.valhalla-pure.com

GUIDESGUIDESGUIDESGUIDESGUIDES

Orca Pacific Ventures
Working Waters of Johnstone Strait
& Blackfish Sound
Boat-17’ rigid hull inflatable.
Operator-8 years guiding coastal
waters of BC. First Aid certified.
Ideal for: kayak trip support,
research support, diving, fishing.
Ph: 250-203-1341
email: pacific@island.net
www.island.net/~pacific
Box 20065, Campbell River,
BC V9W 7Z5

Business Listings are $60.00
+GST for 4 issues (one year)
Call 250 285-2234 or fax us
at 250 285-2236

SERVICESSERVICESSERVICESSERVICESSERVICES

Alpine Pacific Images
Photography & Graphic Design
Complete  graphic design services
for brochures, display
advertisements, catalogues etc.
Stock and custom photography.
Tourism promotion a speciality.
Ph: 250 285-2234
Fax: 250 285-2236
email: alpine@island.net
www.island.net/~alpine
Box 482, Heriot Bay, B.C. V0P 1H0

Geophilia Adventures
Sea Kayak Guide Training
Endorsed by the Sea Kayak Guides
Alliance of B.C.. Two 10 day
professional courses next spring.
Ideal for potential guides, or anyone
looking to improve their sea
kayaking skills.
Ph/Fax: 250 285-3308
email: geofilia@island.net
www.island.net/~geofilia
Box 248, Heriot Bay, B.C. V0P 1H0

Strathcona Outfitters
 The North Island’s best selection of
hiking, kayaking, climbing and
caving equipment and clothing,
rentals too! Stop in for friendly
knowledgeable service at our new
location in:
Discovery Harbour, Campbell River.
Ph: 250-287-4453
Fax: 250-287-7354
email: soutfit@island.net

HAPPENINGSHAPPENINGSHAPPENINGSHAPPENINGSHAPPENINGS

Send us details of your upcoming event:
Fax to: 250 285-2236 or email to: wildisle@island.net

•  The International Adventure Travel Show at the Plaza of Nations in downtown Vancouver
from February 12-14, 1999.  Cost to attend is $8 per adult, $6 per senior/child/student and
children under 5 free. Times are as follows - Friday, February 12 6pm -9pm, Saturday
February 13 10am- 6pm Sunday 10am -5pm

• The Outdoor Adventure Sports Show February 26, 27 & 28
BC Place, Vancouver

Classified Ads

part of it,” Neuspiel says. “Newcomers should go out with
experienced people. People have to understand that they’re
responsible for themselves. Having the proper gear is key.
That means carrying a transceiver, shovel and probe, and
knowing how to use them efficiently.”

It’s also critical to be able to recognize avalanche terrain
and adjust your route to minimize the risk. Beyond the obvious
hazard indicators like slide paths, backcountry skiers need to
recognize telltale signs of potential avalanche trigger zones,
like cornices and wind-loaded slopes exceeding 25 degrees.
Always avoid terrain traps like exposed gullies when a safer
route alternative exists.

If you’re planning a trip in unfamiliar mountains, buy a beer for a

knowledgeable local and glean them for snowpack and weather
information before heading out. Or talk to ski patrollers about avalanche
history if you’re close to a resort.

Another excellent resource is the Canadian Avalanche Association
which operates a toll free number (1-800-667-1105) all season with
recorded information on avalanche conditions throughout the province.
Most important of all, log miles in the backcountry. After taking an
avalanche course, the only way to hone your skills is to leave behind the
ski resort lattes and lift lines and do what we love to do - roam the
mountains in search of the perfect line. Backcountry skiing and boarding
is an extremely rewarding pursuit, and if you take time to learn the hows,
whys and wheres of avalanches, you’ll be back for many more adventures.

Mt Cain Ski Cabin For Sale
700+ square feet. 70%
finished. Warm and cosy.
1.75 hours from Campbell
River, 1500’ POWDER
Call Brent or John 250 285-
2550/2343



PH: (250) 726-7854
E-MAIL: blueplnt@alberni.net

WEB: http://www.alberni.net/blue_planet/

Learn to Surf Camps - Tofino
nstruction, Equipment, Great Food, Camp

Nanaimo Ferry Shuttle $395

Bajo Beach Culture - Nootka Island
Canada's Premier Surf Destination

y In, Fully Catered, Instruction, 8 Days $850

Blue Plan
GUIDING COMPANY


